Public Document Pack

Licensing Act Sub-Committee
Agenda
Date:

Friday, 9th April, 2021

Time:

2.00 pm

Venue:

Virtual Meeting via Microsoft Teams

How to Watch the Meeting
For anybody wishing to view the meeting live please click in the link below:
Click here to view the meeting
or dial in via telephone on 141 020 3321 5200 and enter Conference ID 998 029 430#
when prompted.
Please turn off your camera and microphone when entering the meeting and ensure they
remain turned off throughout.
The agenda is divided into 2 parts. Part 1 is taken in the presence of the public and press.
Part 2 items will be considered in the absence of the public and press for the reasons
indicated on the agenda and in the report.
It should be noted that Part 1 items of Cheshire East Council decision-making meetings
are audio recorded and the recordings are uploaded to the Council’s website.
PART 1 – MATTERS TO BE CONSIDERED WITH THE PUBLIC AND PRESS PRESENT
1.

Appointment of Chairman
To appoint a Chairman for the meeting.

2.

Declarations of Interest
To provide an opportunity for Members and Officers to declare any disclosable
pecuniary and non-pecuniary interests in any item on the agenda and for Members to
declare if they have pre-determined any item on the agenda.

For requests for further information
Contact:
Helen Davies
Tel:
01270 685705
E-Mail:
helen.davies@cheshireeast.gov.uk

3.

Application for a Temporary Event Notice at The White Horse, 22 Pillory Street,
Nantwich, Cheshire, CW5 5BD (Pages 9 - 68)
To consider the above application.

Membership: Councillors M Benson, H Faddes and M Goldsmith
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Agenda Annex

CHESHIRE EAST COUNCIL
Procedure for Hearings – Licensing Act 2003
COVID-19

This procedure has been drawn up to take account of the restrictions placed on the
Country by the Government in its response to the COVID-19 pandemic and the
Council’s move towards the holding of virtual meetings.
As a Licensing Authority we are conscious that all Hearings of this nature must be run
in accordance with the rules of natural justice and that any modifications to the format
of the hearing should not undermine the requirements to hold a fair hearing.
It is the Council’s intention to run the Hearing as close a possible to our procedure for
Hearings set out in our Statement of Licensing Policy. However, it will be necessary
to make a number of specific alterations.
The Council does not intend to hold any Hearings just on the pre Hearing papers (eg
applications and written representations). The Council considers that a Licensing
determination based solely on written material and without the opportunity for
amplification, clarification, and questions does not best serve the decision-making
process.
The Licensing Committee
The full Licensing Committee consists of fifteen elected Members of the Council. From
this full Committee will be drawn sub-committees of three members to deal with
licensing functions under the Licensing Act 2003. The Chairman and Vice Chairman
of the Licensing Committee shall have the discretion to refer a matter up to a hearing
of the full Licensing Committee.
Platform
The Council will use Microsoft Teams for all Hearings. This platform can be accessed
on a landline, mobile, laptop or tablet. The Democratic Services Officers will ensure
that the meeting is set up within the Microsoft Teams platform. All parties to the
Hearing will received the Notice of Hearing required by the regulations and an email
invitation with specific joining instructions for Microsoft Teams.
Web Casting
All Council meetings are web cast through the Council’s website. This will continue to
be the case during any lockdown period and will allow members of the public to listen
to proceedings from their own home.
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Connectivity Test
The Council will require Members, officers, and all parties to the Hearing to be
available for a connectivity test 30 minutes before the start of the Hearing. This is to
ensure that any issues can be identified and overcome before the start of the meeting.
Notes on how this test will be conducted will be sent directly to parties.
Technical Issues
If during the course of the meeting, the Chairman determines any technical issues (for
example, parties dropping out of the meeting or parties being unable to hear or follow
proceedings etc) are compromising the integrity of the Hearing, the Chairman will have
discretion to adjourn the matter to later date. The test the Chairman will use when
considering any adjournment is what is best in the public interest (including the right
of all parties to have a fair hearing). Any adjournment will either be to a date when
technical issues can be over come or to a date when a full hearing with all parties
physically present can be held.
Etiquette
In order to maximise effectiveness of the Hearing all parties should:


Identify themselves at the start of the Hearing when asked to do so by the
Chairman



Put their webcam and microphone on mute all times other than when
addressing the Committee



Indicate that you want to speak by using the chat function



Only address the Committee when called to do so by the Chairman

Committee Reports
The Committee report and all relevant information will be posted on the Council’s
website at least 7 days prior to the Hearing. A link to the documents will be provided
with the Notice of Hearing. The Committee report pack will be paginated and all parties
should refer to this pack rather than their own bundles.
Late Evidence
Parties should submit any evidence for consideration of the Committee prior to the
drawing up of the Committee agenda packs. This will mean that all information in
containing in one paginated bundle that can be referred to by the parties (referencing
pages numbers).
Evidence submitted on the day of the hearing can only be included when all parties to
the hearing agree. It will ultimately be for the members of the Committee to decide if
late evidence is accepted.
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Decisions
In accordance with Hearings Regulations the Committee will make a determination at
the end of the Hearing and the decision will be given within 5 working days. Some
decisions are required to be given at the end of the Hearing, in this case the public
meeting will resume once Members have deliberated and formed their decision.
Officers at Hearings




The Committee Officer introduces all parties and records the proceedings
The Legal Adviser provides independent advice to the Members on legal
matters and procedure and will draw up the decision notice.
The Licensing Officer will introduce the matter and outline the application;
the officer will also answer any questions Members may have.

PROCEDURE
NOTE:

If the Sub-Committee has not already elected a Chairman, that will be the
first item of business.

1

Chairman

The Chairman will:
(i) call the matter to be considered
(ii) call for any declarations of interest
(iii) ask all parties to introduce themselves
(iv) summarise the procedure to be followed at the hearing
(v) will consider any request made by a party for another
person to appear at the hearing
(v) will advise the parties of any maximum period of time in
which it has to present its case (if a maximum is imposed this
shall be equal for all parties)

2

Licensing Officer

Will introduce and summarise the application, highlighting
areas of contention or dispute.

3

Committee Members

May ask questions of the Licensing Officer

4

Applicant

Will present his/her case, calling witnesses, as appropriate.
(If necessary, applicant will produce any notices required by
law. Legal Adviser will draw attention to this if required.)

5

Responsible
Authorities
(who have made
representations)

Each in turn may ask questions of the applicant, by way of
clarification.
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6

Other Persons
(who have made
representations)

To be invited to ask questions of the applicant, by way of
clarification.
It is normal practice for a spokesperson only to speak on
behalf of a group of residents.

7

Committee Members

Each in turn may ask questions of the applicant.

8

Applicant

May make a statement or ask his witnesses to clarify any
matters which he feels are unclear, or may have been
misunderstood.

9

Responsible
Authorities

Will make their representations.

10 Applicant

Or his representative or witnesses to ask questions of
Responsible Authorities represented at the meeting, by way
of clarification.

11 Other Persons

May ask questions of the Responsible Authorities represented
at the meeting, by way of clarification.

(who have made
representations)

(Note: This is not the point at which they should be
stating their objections.)

12 Committee Members

May ask questions of the Responsible Authorities represented
at the meeting

13 Other Persons

The local residents who are objecting to the application will be
invited to make observations on the application and
present the bases of their objections.

(who have made
representations)
14 Applicant

Or his representative or witnesses may ask questions of the
Local Residents, by way of clarification.

15 Committee Members

May ask questions of the Local Residents.

16 Chairman

To invite both Responsible Authorities
Residents to make their closing addresses.

17 Applicant

Or his representative will briefly summarise the application
and comment on the observations and any suggested
conditions.

18 Close of Public
Meeting

When the Chairman determines that all relevant information
has been heard and no further matters are to be discussed,
the public meeting will end. All parties to the hearing (including

and

Local
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Licensing Officers and Responsible Authorities) will be
excluded from the platform.
18 Committee

Will retire to consider the application. They will be
accompanied by their Legal Advisor and the Democratic
Services Officer. This means that the Members of the
Committee can determine the matter in private session. And
can take the opportunity to seek legal advice.
Members will give their decision with 5 working days by the
issuing of a decision notice.

Notes
1. The Committee can exclude members of the press and public from
participation in a Hearing; any such decision will be taken on the basis that
the public interest in doing so outweighs the public interest in the hearing, or
that part of the hearing taking place in public.
2. The Chairman may require any person behaving in a disruptive manner to
excluded from the Hearing and may (a) refuse to permit that person to return,
or (b) permit him/her to return only on such conditions as the authority may
specify, but any such person may submit in writing any information which they
would have been entitled to provide orally if they had not been required to
leave.
3. Prior to the Hearing each party shall have given notification and served
documentation (eg statements of witnesses or reports of experts) as required.
Late representations and evidence will only be considered with the agreement
of all parties.
4. Anyone entitled to be heard may be represented by any person, whether or
not that person is legally qualified.
5. Hearsay will be permitted but the Sub-Committee will be reminded to give it
appropriate weight.
6. Due note shall be taken of the provisions of the Hearings Regulations 2005.
7. The Chairman may, in the interests of expediency or convenience of the
parties, vary the procedure from time to time, provided notice is given to the
parties and the rules of natural justice are observed.
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Summary of Procedure
1. Chairman appointed (if this has not been done previously).
2. Chairman to call for declarations of interest and request that all parties
introduce themselves.
3. Chairman summarises the procedure for the hearing
4. The Licensing Officer summarises the application
5. Applicant to present his/her case.
6. Applicant to be questioned by all parties (to clarify points only) following
which, he/she can clarify any other matters which he/she feels may have been
misunderstood when the application was presented.
7. Applicant to be questioned by the Committee.
8. Responsible Authorities to make their representations following which they
can be questioned by all parties by way of clarification.
9. Other Persons will be invited to present the bases of their objections, following
which they can be questioned by all parties by way of clarification.
10. The applicant will be invited to sum up his/her case
11. Committee/Sub-Committee withdraws to make its decision
12. Committee/Sub-Committee will provide its decision in writing
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Agenda Item 3

Version
Number:
Key Decision Y/N
Date First
Published: >

Licensing Act Sub Committee
Date of Meeting:

9th April 2021

Report Title:

Application for a Temporary Event Notice at The White Horse,
22 Pillory Street, Nantwich, Cheshire, CW5 5BD

Senior Officer:

Frank Jordan - Executive Director Places

1. Report Summary
1.1.

This report provides details of five applications for Temporary Event
Notices, under section 100 of the Licensing Act 2003 and outlines the
evidence presented by the parties in relation to the notices.

2. Recommendations
2.1.

The Licensing Act Sub-Committee is requested to consider the temporary
event notice served, the objection received and determine whether to give
a Counter Notice under section 105 of the Licensing Act 2003. A Counter
Notice will render any licensable activities provided unlawful.

2.2.

Members of the Licensing Sub-Committee are reminded that they may not
exercise discretion in any case, merely because it considers it desirable to
do so. Careful consideration should be given to the notice and objection.

2.3.

The Sub-Committee in respect of this application must have regard to the
Guidance issued under Section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 and the
Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy.

2.4.

Finally, Members are also reminded that in determining the application in
accordance with the Licensing Act 2003, Members must also have regard
to:
a) The rules of natural justice
b) The provisions of the Human Rights Act 1998
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3. Reasons for Recommendations
3.1.

The Licensing Act Sub-Committee has the power to determine this
application in accordance with the provisions of the Licensing Act 2003 and
the Council’s Constitution.

4. Other Options Considered
4.1.

Not applicable

5. Background
5.1.

On Saturday the 20th March 2021, five Temporary Event Notices were
submitted via the GOV.UK application portal by Miss Teracina SlaughterHudson in respect of the premises:
The White Horse
22 Pillory Street
Nantwich
Cheshire
CW5 5BD

5.2.

The notices request authorisation for the following licensable activities to
take place between 23:30 hours to 01:00 hours each day between the
dates of 16th April to 19th April, 23rd April to 26th April, 30th April to 3rd May,
7th May to 10th May and 14th May to 17th May 2021:
a) the sale by retail of alcohol (for consumption on the premises)
b) the provision of regulated entertainment
c) late night refreshment

5.3.

A maximum of 499 people can attend the event.
Full details of the notices can be found in Appendix 1

5.4.

The premises which is the subject of the Temporary Event Notices is a bar
which holds a Premises Licence with Cheshire East Council. A plan
showing the location of the premises is attached at Appendix 2.

5.5.

The Council’s Environmental Health Team has submitted an objection
notice in respect of these Temporary Event Notices. Copies of the objection
notices are attached as Appendix 3.

5.6.

The Cheshire Constabulary has not submitted an objection notice in
respect of the Temporary Event Notice.

6. Implications of the Recommendations
6.1.

Legal Implications
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6.1.1. Section 104 of the Licensing Act 2003 provides that where a ‘relevant
person’ (i.e. the Chief Officer of Police or the Environmental Health
Service) are satisfied that allowing a premises to be used in
accordance with a temporary event notice would undermine a licensing
objective, that ‘relevant person’ is required to give a notice (“an
objection notice”) stating the reasons for being so satisfied.
6.1.2. Where a licensing authority receives an objection notice it is required,
by section 105(2) of the Licensing Act 2003 to:
a) hold a hearing to consider the objection notice, unless the premises
user, the relevant person who gave the notice and the licensing
authority agree that a hearing is unnecessary; and
b) having regard to the objection notice, give the premises user a
counter notice if it considers it appropriate for the promotion of a
licensing objective to do so.
6.1.3. In circumstances where an objection notice has been given (and not
withdrawn) and the licensing authority has determined not to give a
counter notice under section 105, the authority may impose one or
more conditions on the standard temporary event notice if:
a) the authority considers it appropriate for the promotion of the
licensing objectives to do so;
b) if the conditions are already imposed on the premises licence that
has effect in respect of the premises; and
c) the conditions would not be inconsistent with the carrying out of the
licensable activities under the temporary event notice.
6.2.

Finance Implications
6.2.1. There are no direct implications for finance.

6.3.

Policy Implications
6.3.1. The Licensing Authority has adopted a Statement of Licensing Policy in
accordance with section 5 of the Licensing Act 2003.
6.3.2. The Licensing Authority must also have due regard to the guidance
issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003.
6.3.3. Members should provide reason(s) for any decision taken and should
set out the reasoning where they determine to depart in any way from
the Policy or Guidance.

6.4.

Equality Implications
6.4.1. There are no direct equality implications.
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6.5.

Human Resources Implications
6.5.1. There are no human resources implications.

6.6.

Risk Management Implications
6.6.1. The Licensing Sub-Committee will hear representations made on
behalf of both the premises user and the ‘relevant person’ who has
submitted the objection notice and will make a decision on the basis of
the evidence presented to it. Section 181 and Schedule 5 (part 3) of the
Licensing Act 2003 make provision for appeal to the Magistrates’ Court
of any decision made by the Licensing Authority.

6.7.

Rural Communities Implications
6.7.1. There are no direct implications for rural communities.

6.8.

Implications for Children & Young People/Cared for Children
6.8.1. There are no direct implications for children and young people.

6.9.

Public Health Implications
6.9.1. There are no direct implications for public health.

6.10. Climate Change Implications
6.10.1. There are no direct implications for Climate Change.
7. Ward Members Affected
7.1.

Councillor Peter Groves - Nantwich South and Stapeley

7.2.

Councillor Andrew Martin – Nantwich South and Stapeley

8. Consultation & Engagement
8.1.

Consultation in respect of submitting an application for a Temporary Event
Notice is prescribed in the Licensing Act 2003 and has been fully complied
with.

9. Access to Information
9.1.

The background papers relating to this report can be made available by
contacting the report writer.

10. Contact Information
10.1. Any questions relating to this report should be directed to the following
officer:
Name:

Nathan Murphy
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Job Title: Senior Licensing Administration Officer
Email:

nathan.murphy@cheshireeast.gov.uk

Appendix 1 – Temporary Event Notices
Appendix 2 – Map of area and plan of the Premises
Appendix 3 – Environmental Health objection
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